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payload. The secondary objectives included the proper
deployment and safety of the CubeSats. Development of PPOD also reduced the concern levels of the launch providers
as they now knew in advance about the secondary payload
interface. Since its initial design, P-POD has had several
improvements; thanks to the feedbacks provided by its users.
P-POD is constructed from high strength, low cost aluminium
7075-T73 and can carry up to three 1U (1-unit) CubeSats,
which are deployed by opening a spring loaded door as
commanded by the ground station [2]. After deployment from
P-POD, the CubeSats are separated in space by the separation
springs located between the CubeSat structures [1]. The launch
opportunities are generally coordinated by the CubeSat
organization and CalPoly [3] along with the recent addition of
NASA’s CubeSat Launch Initative [4] and ISIS-Innovative
Solutions in Space, Netherlands [5],

Abstract—Generally launching satellites for the purpose of
research and technology demonstration largely remained with
the national space agencies as huge funding requirements
inhibited the initiation of such projects at university level. It
was this idea of providing, at university level, cheap access to
space that encouraged the design of miniaturized versions of
satellites for research purposes. Specifications of CubeSat, a
pico-satellite, were defined to provide easy access to space for
educational and research institutions. The improvement in
engineering technologies and miniaturization of physical
components has enabled design, development and launch of
such small low-cost spacecrafts and to date, more than 60
universities, institutions and research organizations have taken
part in CubeSat program since its inception in 1999[1].
Institute of Space Technology (IST) adopted the concept of
CubeSat development by initiating the satellite program,
ICUBE. ICUBE is the premier student satellite program of any
educational institution/university in Pakistan. The first satellite
of this program is named ICUBE-1. Successful launch of
ICUBE-1 and establishing its communication link with the
ground are the primary goals of this mission. The satellite has
a passive attitude control system and will carry a CMOS
camera for experimental purposes. In this paper, we will
discuss in detail the design philosophy of ICUBE-1, followed
by the preliminary design and analysis of all its subsystems.
The required testing and technical support facilities are
discussed before the final conclusions.
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IST, with the same philosophy, initiated the small low-cost
spacecraft development program in 2009. The first satellite of
this program, ICUBE-1, is scheduled to be launched by the 4th
quarter of 2011. ICUBE-1 will carry an experimental imaging
payload having a small, low resolution CMOS camera,
capable of taking continental scale images of Earth. A
Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) ground station
has already been developed at IST to fulfil the communication
requirements with ICUBE-1. The development of other
required facilities including a clean room, thermal vacuum
chamber and vibration test facility are also under way.

INTRODUCTION
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CubeSat became a de-facto picosatellite standard with an
objective to educate and involve students in spacecraft design,
development and operational phases. Stanford’s Space
Systems Development Laboratory (SSDL) and California
Polytechnic State University’s Multidisciplinary Space
Technology Laboratory (MSTL) initiated the CubeSat concept
in 1999 [1] when they defined certain specifications for a
CubeSat. These small satellites were supposed to be launched
as a piggy-back along with the primary payload of a launch
vehicle (LV), therefore, certain specifications regarding a
common interface between the spacecraft and the launch
vehicle were developed to facilitate the launch process of the
CubeSats as secondary payloads.

ICUBE

The ICUBE project is initiated by IST with an objective to
provide students the skills and experiences required to build
pico and nano satellites. ICUBE follows the learn-by-doing
philosophy of CubeSat. The primary mission objective of
ICUBE is to design, develop, integrate and launch picosatellite
standard CubeSat.
The secondary objectives are the
communication, in-orbit operation and collection of the
payload data. The experience and knowledge acquired during
the development and operation of ICUBE-1 would eventually
be utilized to develop future CubeSats with more complex
subsystems and science missions. The data obtained from
several subsystems would be utilized as a baseline to develop
better subsystems. In the future, this program will allow the
graduates of IST to be involved in all phases of spacecraft
development, launch and operation.

The Poly-Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD) was
developed by CalPoly [2] whose primary objectives were to
ensure the safety of launch vehicle as well as its primary
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PRELIMINARY 1ST ORDER DESIGN.

Orbit: ICUBE-1 is expected to be launched in a low Earth,
circular, Sun-Synchronous
Synchronous orbit (SSO). The orbital would be
600-700
700 km but for the sake of analysis, orbital altitu
altitude of
650km is assumed. The SSO is chosen primarily to en
ensure
access to ICUBE-1 from every place on the Earth.
The inclination of ICUBE-11 is approximately 98° according to
the chosen parameters. The orbital period of ICUBE
ICUBE-1 is 97.72
minutes with maximum eclipse time of 35.37 minutes. Dawndusk and noon-midnight
midnight SSO are the two extreme cases from
the power
wer generation and thermal point of view. Both worstcase situations are used for the thermal and power analysis of
ICUBE-1. The ground track of the ICUBE--1 is obtained by
STK simulation as shown in Figure 1.. ICUBE
ICUBE-1 is in contact
with the IST ground station 4-55 times a day with a total
communication window of approximately 54 minutes ev
every
day.
Figure 2 – Operational modes of ICUBE-1
ICUBE
ICUBE-1
1 will be switched to emergency mode in case of any
unwanted event and anomaly detection.
ction. In the payload mode,
ICUBE-1
1 will perform payload related tasks such as image
acquisition, compression and transfer to the storage
storag memory.
All the payload data and housekeeping information stored
s
in
the on-board
board memory will be transferred to the ground
gro
station.
ICUBE-1
1 will operate in transmitting mode during contact
with the ground station. It will also accept commands
comman from the
ground station and will act accordingly. The flow diagram
d
of
all the operational modes of ICUBE-1 is given in Figure 2.
Figure 1 – ICUBE-1 expected ground track
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Operational modes: The functional operation of ICUBE
ICUBE-1 is
divided into five modes which are emergency, power saving,
normal,
ormal, payload and transmit mode. These modes can bbe
switched automatically by an on-board
board computer (OBC)
depending upon requirements. The modes can also be
switched manually by tele-command from the ground
operation. There is special mode called deploymen
deployment sequence
executed immediately after deployment.

ICUBE-1 SUBSYSTEMS

ICUBE-1
1 is divided into several subsystems based on
functionality. Each subsystem is being developed
independently and the whole system will be integrated
integrat later
using common predefined electrical, mechanical and data
interfaces. The subsystems are discussed in detail below.
Structure: Structure dimensional requirements are imposed by
the CubeSat Design specifications [1] .The 1U CubeSat must
be a 10cm cube with a maximum mass of 1.33kg. The 2U
2 and
3U dimensions are also possible while maintaining the
t two
dimensions constant and varying the third dimension.
dimension

The deployment sequence and initialization guidelines are
provided in the CubeSat specifications [1].. After deployment
from P-POD, the deployment switch is released and the
batteries are connected to the system bus. A 15
15-30 minute
delay is necessary before the deployment of any structure,
such as antenna or boom, to ensure enough separatio
separation between
the CubeSats sharing the same P-POD.
POD. After successful
deployment of antennas, ICUBE-11 will enter the power
saving. In power saving mode, all the subsystems of ICUBE-1
will be powered-off except the on-board
board computer. When the
available power reaches the required threshold, ICU
ICUBE-1 will
be switched to normal mode, while performing the routine
housekeeping tasks as well as transmission of a bea
beacon signal
at predetermined intervals.

ICUBE-1 will use the space-proven
proven 1U solid-wall
solid
structure
from Pumpkin
pkin Inc. shown in Figure 3. The structure conforms
to all the design requirements of CubeSat. The bulk material
used in the structure is aluminium 5052-H32
5052
and the feet are
machined from aluminium 6061-T6.
T6. The rail surfaces, which
are in contact with the P-POD,
POD, are hard anodized to provide
smooth motion and prevent the satellite from cold welding
w
within the P-POD.
POD. The rest of the structure is alodined and
acts as faraday’s cage to protect ICUBE-1
ICUBE from external
electric fields. A Remove Before Flight (RBF) pin is also
provided with the kit to keep the CubeSat inactive during
transportation and launch. One deployment switch and
an two
separation springs are present according to the CubeSat
Cub
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keeps the batteries temperature within the operating range for
optimum performance.

Design Specifications. The Pumpkin’s CubeSat structure has
good flight heritage [7].

Figure 4 – Power Board of ICUBE-1
Communication: Communication subsystem is one of the most
critical subsystems of ICUBE-1. Without reliable
communication, a satellite is of no use. In ICUBE-1, amateur
frequency bands would be used for uplink and downlink
communication. The use of amateur frequency band is open to
amateurs and hobbyists and has relatively limited coordination
requirements. Also, a number of ground stations are already
using this frequency band which makes it possible for ICUBE1 to communicate with other ground stations. The exact uplink
and downlink frequencies will be finalized after coordination
with International Amateur Radio Union (IARU). ICUBE-1
will use VHF range for uplink and UHF range for the
downlink. Audio Frequency Shift Keying (AFSK) will be used
to send commands to the ICUBE-1 in uplink at a data rate of
1200bps. BPSK with date rate of 1200 bps will be used in the
downlink to receive the telemetry and payload data from the
satellite. The communication system is also capable of
transmitting a CW beacon periodically carrying telemetry data
in Morse code format. It is used not only to easily identify the
satellite but also to transmit data regarding the basic satellite
health.

Figure 3 – ICUBE-1 1U structure
Power: Due to the small physical dimensions of CubeSat, the
power generation capability always remains limited. With the
advancement in solar cell manufacturing technology, it is
possible to fabricate more than 30% efficient Ultra Triple
Junction Cells (UTJ) which is almost double the efficiency of
the conventional Silicon solar cells. ICUBE-1 will use
Advanced Triple Junction (ATJ) cells. Five faces of ICUBE-1
have solar panels consisting of two solar cells on each panel
capable of delivering approximately 2W of power. Each cell
has a dimension of 40mm x 80mm with an efficiency of more
than 27.5% @ 25°C in the BOL.
The power board is provided by Clyde-Space shown in Figure
4. It has a good flight heritage [7] and is capable of providing
+3.3V and +5V regulated power bus along with the
unregulated battery bus. The power supply unit is also
compatible with the on-board computer and the other
subsystems of ICUBE-1. The power board is more than 90%
efficient and has over current and under voltage protection [5].
It has three battery charge regulators (BCR), each capable of
handling 3W of power. The telemetry of the power supply unit
consists of battery and bus voltages and currents along with
the temperature of the solar panels and batteries. The
telemetry data is transferred to the on-board computer via I2C
data bus. The power board is also equipped with Maximum
Power Point Tracking (MPPT) to keep the operating point of
the power subsystem at an optimal level.

The transceiver used will have the output power of
approximately 300mW. AX25 protocol will be used as a data
link protocol for packet communication. Two antennas, one
monopole and one dipole will be used for uplink and downlink
respectively. The antennas are stowed during launch and will
be deployed according to the launch sequence.
On-Board Computer: The on-board computer (OBC) of
ICUBE-1 is FM430 shown in Figure 5 will be provided along
with the CubeSat kit by Pumpkin Inc. The processing unit of
the OBC is an ultra low power 16 bit microcontroller from
Texas Instruments, MSP430F1612. This microcontroller has
very low power consumption and the whole flight board only
consumes a maximum of 2mA current. The microcontroller
has 55KB of flash and 5KB of RAM. 12 bit ADC and DAC is
supported by this microcontroller. A SD card slot is also
available for mass data storage up to 2GB. Three different data
communication buses I2C, SPI and USART are available for
data transfer between different subsystems. I2C will be mainly
used for inter-subsystem data transfer i.e. for sending
commands to various subsystems and to gather housekeeping

Two rechargeable lithium-ion polymer batteries are connected
in series with the power board to provide necessary storage
capacity during eclipses. Each battery has a capacity of
1500mAh at 3.7V. Lithium polymer batteries are popular for
their high storage density and greater life cycle degradation
rate. The batteries are charged/ discharged at C/2 rate using
the taper charge method i.e. they can provide approximately
5W of continuous power for two hours when fully charged.
Furthermore, each battery is provided with a heater which can
be turned on and off by sending commands via I2C bus which
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information from different sensors. The electrical connections
between the different subsystems are made using PC1
PC104 form
factor bus which reduces the harnesses requirements
irements in limited
volume of CubeSat. The flight board FM430 has a goo
good flight
heritage and has already been used in several succe
successful
CubeSat missions [7].

Figure 6 – Passive attitude control system

Figure 5 – On Board Computer of ICUBE
ICUBE-1: FM430
Attitude Control Subsystem: ICUBE-11 being the first
spacecraft design project of IST will use robust de
design
procedures to increase its reliability. Therefore, a passive
attitude control system will be used in the satelli
satellite instead of a
complex activee attitude determination and control system.
Passive attitude control systems are popular in low cost small
spacecrafts due to design simplification. In relati
relatively large low
cost satellites, the gravity gradient passive attit
attitude control
system is used due to the possibility of deploying large
structures to create the gravity differential. Howe
However, in small
spacecrafts, passive control is achieved by using a permanent
magnet that aligns the spacecraft with the Earth’s magnetic
field.

Figure 7 – Passive attitude control system
Payload: As discussed before, the primary mission objective
of ICUBE-1
1 project is to successfully launch and operate the
satellite with fully functional telemetry and tele-command
tele
links. The secondary mission objective is to take images
i
of the
Earth and store them in the on-board
on
memory card for
transmission to ground.. For that purpose, a low resolution
CMOS imaging module C3188A will be used in ICUBE-1.
ICUBE
The module is shown in Figure 8. It consists of an Omnivision
OV7620 CMOS colour sensor. The resolution of the sensor
se
is
664 x 492 pixels with a pixel size of 7.6µm. The
T camera uses
1/3” lens with a focal length of 6mm. Due to the harsh
environment of the space, special lens may be required
requi
for the
camera. If we consider an altitude of 650km, each pixel
p
transforms into a ground area of 824m x 824m as shown
sho
in
Figure 9.

ICUBE-1 has one-permanent
nt magnet and two hysteresis rods
for passive attitude control system. The permanent magnet is
attached to one axis of ICUBE-11 and the hysteresis rods are
held perpendicular to the permanent magnet as shown in the
Figure 6. The axis carrying the permanent magnet will lock
ICUBE-11 with the magnetic field of the Earth however the
satellite is free to rotate around this axis. Thus the hysteresis
rods are placed perpendicular to each other and to the
permanent magnet to dampen and oppose these rotatio
rotations. The
limitation
mitation of this attitude control system is that th
the ICUBE-1
will change its orientation as it travels from the South Pole to
the North Pole and vice versa according to the Eart
Earth magnetic
line of forces as shown in Figure 7. Due to this be
behaviour, it
will be possible to take images of only one hemisphere oof the
earth.

Figure 8 – C3188A camera module
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Each raw image will take 980,064 bits of data for storage.
However, due to the low data rate downlink and limited
communication window, the image will first be compressed
using the jpeg compression algorithm. The compression of the
image is achieved using a separate microcontroller, other than
the on-board computer. The data will later be transferred to the
OBDH memory or ground station according to the
requirement.

Ground Station: IST has recently developed a satellite ground
station to support its space development program. The ground
station has the capability of receiving data from satellites
autonomously. The ground station is also compatible with
GENSO and in future, after the release of the GENSO public
software, IST will also participate in this educational network
of ground stations to achieve global coverage.
The ground station can transmit and receive in VHF and UHF
bands with separate crossed Yagi antennas for both horizontal
and vertical polarization. A small dish is also mounted for the
reception of S-Band signals. The Azimuth and Elevation rotor
assembly control the orientation of the antennas through
computer tracking software. The satellite earth station
transceiver is connected with the antennas via coaxial cable
which is capable of generating 100W of power. It is specially
designed for satellite operations. Several TNC’s are connected
with the transceiver to modulate / demodulate and packetizing
the digital data. The earth station is capable of automatically
tracking the satellites.
Clean Room: Spacecrafts are developed in a clean
environment to avoid any captured dust particles and surface
contamination especially on the electro-optical components
such as solar cells. This development process enhances the
reliability of the spacecraft. IST is in the process of developing
a class 10,000 clean room. Clean rooms available at other
institutions will be utilized until the facilities are available inhouse.

Figure 9 – Ground resolution of OV7620 CMOS sensor
Antenna Deployment Mechanism: ICUBE-1 will use a halfwave dipole antenna for the downlink and quarter-wave
monopole for the uplink. The dimension of the dipole antenna
is approximately 35cm’s and that of the monopole is
approximately 50cm’s. Due to dimensional constraints of
CubeSats, both the antennas will be stowed so that the external
dimension will not exceed 6.5mm from the outer surface of
the ICUBE-1. The antennas would be released by melting a
nylon wire using some heating material. The deployment
mechanism is in the design process in consultancy with ISISInvoative Soultions in Space, Neitherlands.
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Thermal Vacuum Chamber: The thermal requirements of
spacecraft are guided by its thermal subsystem design and its
orbit of operation. All the components and subsystems must
survive extreme temperature conditions to ensure proper
working of the spacecraft. To test and qualify the components
according to the required thermal environment, the
components and the whole spacecraft will be mounted in a
thermal-vacuum chamber with controlled thermal and vacuum
environment. The spacecraft is exposed to the specified
thermal cycle and tested according to the requirement [10].

ENGINEERING SUPPORT FACILITIES

Outgassing is the slow release of gas that is trapped in the
material, under very low pressure conditions such as in
vacuum. Outgassing can contaminate optical surfaces such as
solar cells and thus it is highly desirable to use the lowoutgassing materials in any spacecraft. Outgassing can
increase in high temperature. Thermal bake out is thus
required to identify the outgassing material and also to remove
any trapped gases during the bake out not only at the
component level but also at the integration level.

To successfully design, develop and integrate ICUBE-1,
special engineering and test facilities are necessary. Proper
testing procedures are defined to assure the quality of the
spacecraft and its components [9]. The qualification test of a
spacecraft and its components certifies that all the spacecraft
components and systems are functional and survivable during
the launch and in the space environment over the course of its
lifetime. These tests include vibration, thermal-vacuum and
also electromagnetic compatibility test which is sometimes
required. Furthermore, development of a ground station to
properly communicate with the spacecraft is also of utmost
importance. IST is in the process of developing and upgrading
its engineering support facilities required for ICUBE project.
It is also planned to provide most of the test facilities within
IST. However support and test facilities available at other
institutions and organization will also be utilized.

Shake Table: All the subsystems and components of ICUBE-1
must survive the transportation and launch process. Launch
vehicle produces extreme vibrations during its ascent and
causes acceleration of several g’s. The structure of ICUBE-1
must be capable of surviving these extreme shocks and
vibrations and must remain intact not only for the success of
the mission itself but also to ensure the safety of other
payloads and the launch vehicle. The vibrations may range
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from 20Hz to 2000 Hz [9] depending on the launch vehicle.
The spacecraft and the components are exposed to the
specified vibration and acceleration using shaker drives along
the entire three axis. In a similar way, ICUBE-1 will require
the qualification and acceptance vibration test.

the development and integration of the flight model. The
development of the flight model is expected to be completed
by mid 2011. The in-house development facilities will also be
identified and developed for the future space missions.

Helmohltz Coil: ICUBE-1 has a passive attitude control which
includes a permanent magnet with two hysteresis rods. A
uniform magnetic field is required to test the magnet as well as
the hysteresis rods. Such a uniform magnetic field can be
provided by using Helmohltz coil. IST has the Helmohtlz coil
facility and the attitude control system will be tested in this
facility.
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